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NEW QUESTION: 1

A retail customer has a combination of Microsoft Windows file
servers with direct attached storage and Power Systems with AIX
database servers SAN attached to a DS5020. The D5020 is
reaching capacity, and the customer needs to migrate to a more
scalable storage system.
Which of the following would be most appropriate to ask first?
A. What is the projected storage requirement?
B. What is the budget allocated for storage?
C. Will all servers be SAN attached?
D. How much space is available in the current storage systems?
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A Security Analyst attempted to troubleshoot the monitoring of
suspicious security group changes. The Analyst was told that
there is an Amazon CloudWatch alarm in place for these AWS
CloudTrail log events.
The Analyst tested the monitoring setup by making a
configuration change to the security group but did not receive
any alerts.
Which of the following troubleshooting steps should the Analyst
perform?
A. Ensure that CloudTrail and S3 bucket access logging is
enabled for the Analyst's AWS account. B.
Verify that a metric filter was created and then mapped to an
alarm. Check the alarm notification action.
B. Check the CloudWatch dashboards to ensure that there is a
metric configured with an appropriate dimension for security
group changes.
C. Verify that the Analyst's account is mapped to an IAM policy
that includes permissions for cloudwatch:
GetMetricStatistics and Cloudwatch: ListMetrics.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
MetricFilter:
Type: 'AWS::Logs::MetricFilter'
Properties:
LogGroupName: ''
FilterPattern: &gt;{ ($.eventName = AuthorizeSecurityGroupIngress) || ($.eventName
=
AuthorizeSecurityGroupEgress) || ($.eventName =
RevokeSecurityGroupIngress) || ($.eventName =
RevokeSecurityGroupEgress)
|| ($.eventName = CreateSecurityGroup) || ($.eventName =
DeleteSecurityGroup) }
MetricTransformations:
- MetricValue: '1'
MetricNamespace: CloudTrailMetrics
MetricName: SecurityGroupEventCount

NEW QUESTION: 3
The Restatement (Second) Conflict of Law refers to which of the
following?
Response:
A. How jurisdictional disputes are settled
B. When judges restate the law in an opinion
C. Whether local or federal laws apply in a situation
D. The basis for deciding which laws are most appropriate in a
situation where conflicting laws exist
Answer: D
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